TAKING STOCK
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“A park bench allows for a sense of solitude and reflection as well as
community at the same time – a simultaneity that’s crucial to life in a great
city.”
- Jonathan Lee, ‘The Park Bench is an Endangered Species’

Ted Russell Park

Biodiversity Pocket Wall

Maybe the greatest power of the park bench is its capacity to retain and
encourage the art of observation. This proposal, entitled ‘Taking Stock’,
seeks to momentarily observe and reflect on a number of didactic and
pressing concerns:
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- Finite quantity of Georgian Limerick Brick
- Rising sea levels over the next 100 years
- Acknowledging the manmade construction of the riverbank
- Plight of biodiversity
- Craft in intelligent construction
- Joy found in an all-too-rare well-orientated bench
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Site Plan @ 1:1500

The setting out of the grid of Limerick’s Georgian Newtown Pery - southwest to northeast - establishes the orientation of our proposal. Its precise
placement in Ted Russell Park is anchored in a clearing of one tree along a
double row of mature trees on the original embankment prior to Fr. Condell
Road being added in the 1980s. The location speaks of the passing of time,
of the forces of man against nature, and of the power of the River Shannon.

Tidal Markings Recessed in Brick

The material we have chosen is Limerick Georgian Brick, which is finite. It
will not be made again. Therefore we need to value it as a precious
commodity. Ted Russell Park sits between Newtown Pery and the Brick
Fields of Coonagh, one of the sources of brick for Georgian Limerick. This
soft, subtle, multi-coloured brick is unfortunately readily available from the
various construction sites in Limerick’s Georgian Core, notably Project
Opera. Given its availability, we wish to mark this moment in Limerick’s
history with a pavilion that speaks to a material history. The curving
forms - sometimes made to be prow-like while at other times made to
be accommodating for solitude or performance - acknowledge the great
cellars and doorways of Limerick, and indeed Limerick’s greatest urban
formation, The Crescent.
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Curved River Facing Bench

Elevations @ 1:100

We are proposing to make an eroded brick form that sits as an erratic on the
old embankment the splits the park. It is eroded to allow for two
curving brick benches – one that faces the southwest, the other northeast
in order to maximise interaction with its curving form. Two vertical walls
offer further opportunity to speak to our initial concerns – one wall that is
given a rat trap bond to allow for plants and wildlife to grow, the other is
given a recessed brick mark every 500mm to mark out the predicted
rising sea levels over the coming 100 years. The form is then filled with
alluvial soil from the riverbank and it is planted with reeds and river
planting. It is also our intention to demonstrate that this proposal can be
constructed to a zero-carbon footprint, given that all the raw materials are
all to be salvaged and sourced locally.

Perspective View of Pavillion Looking North
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This proposal attempts to speak to the vulnerability of our time, our city
fabric, our river, and indeed our park benches and our material culture. We
need to look after all of our concerns simultaneously. It is hoped that our
pavilion can both shine a light on each concern and chart a more responsible way
forward into the vulnerable future of our great city of Limerick.
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Context Map @ 1:20000 - River, Brickfields/Kilns, Park and City
Location of Pavillion in Park Acknowledges Line of Old Embankment

People’s Park

Isometric Diagram @ 1:75

Perspective View of Pavillion From Park Looking East

Plan of Pavillion in Context @ 1:50 - Pavillion Acknowledges Line of Old Embankment
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